From small beginnings on the rugby fields of Canterbury

CCC is worn by some of the biggest names in world sport. CCC is the choice of champions. Inspired by the spirit of yesterday’s heroes and committed to the performance of tomorrow’s champions, Canterbury has the gear to give your team the winning edge. Quality, style and the relentless pursuit of excellence.

Generate your own teamwear online

A quick and fun way to create your school uniforms or team kit. Choose from the gallery of current garments and designs. Colour in your jersey to your school or team colours. Place your logos, names and numbers into position. Go to the inquiry screen, log in your contact details and a Canterbury representative will be in contact with you to discuss and provide a quote. www.cccteam.com
PLATINUM JERSEYS

Sublimated fabric with wicking finish to help to keep the player dry and control body temperature. Durable and practical, virtually any design and PMS colour can be sublimated into the garment, incorporating club badges and sponsor logos into the design. 100% Polyester, 300gsm

FIT STYLES:
Based on the successful International fit introduced for the 2007 Rugby World Cup, the fit has been modified slightly for 2011 to allow flexibility, movement and comfort with the traditional fabric technology. Designed to be worn tight to the body. This is the ultimate rugby jersey from Canterbury.

COLLAR STYLES:
New neck construction for 2011 offers superior fit, comfort and greatest strength yet. Binding trims the neck, with neck tape to inner and outer neck. “LOOP 21” is protected by a registered design of Canterbury Ltd (Registered Design No. 001691049-001)

BINDING & SLEEVES:
Available in short sleeve only with Everest binding on sleeves and body hem.
B13 709 MENS DYO SUBLIMATE

SIZING: Senior 2XS-7XL
Junior 4-14

FIT: PRO FIT

FABRIC: SUB JERSEY 300GSM

SLEEVE: SHORT

NECK & COLLAR: LOOP 21 NECK & COLLAR

‘LOOP 21’ is protected by a registered design of Canterbury Ltd (Registered Design No. 001691049-001)
ELITE JERSEYS

As your boots tread the grass, you want to feel the performance jersey fabric on your back knowing that you have all the weapons necessary to knock your opponent off the field. Designed to be worn close to the skin, the fabrication of the jersey provides ultimate comfort and shape retention without restricting any offloads, side steps or tackles that will help lead your team to victory.

FIT STYLES:

Introduced for the 2007 Rugby World Cup, the international design incorporates the very latest technical fabric to offer a tight fitting jersey that moves and flexes with the body to offer an extremely comfortable yet high performance jersey. Designed to be worn tight to the body.

COLLAR STYLES:

Designed for the 2007 RWC, this innovative design is hard wearing and durable. The international collar is applicable to raglan sleeve designs only. Cover stitching around neck insert and down raglan seam. Select stitch colour from sublimation colours.

- CREW NECK.
- ITM NECK.
- LOOP NECK.

BINDING & SLEEVES:

Elite sublimate jerseys are only available in short sleeves. All Elite jerseys include binding on the sleeves & body hem to retain shape and comfort during wear.
B13 1156  MENS DYO ELITE
SIZING. Adults XS-5XL, Junior 4-14
FITS. ELITE FIT
NECK & COLLAR. RWC NECK WITH COLLAR
SLEEVES. SHORT
FABRIC. EVEREST 290GSM SUB JERSEY 300GSM
COLOURS:
- JADE
- ALPINE
- FOREST
- FOREST GREEN
- OLIVE
- BUTTER SCOTCH
- GOLD
- GOLD MELANGE
- OCHRE
- PANTONE PMS REF
- PANTONE PMS REF
- WHITE
- BLACK
- FLAG RED
- MAROON
- CRONULLA SKY
- DENIM ROYAL
- EMERALD

B13 1154  MENS DYO SUBLIMATE LOOPNECK
SIZING. Adults XS-4XL, Junior 4-14
FITS. PRO FIT
NECK & COLLAR. SPORTS OR STUB COLLAR WITH LOOP NECK
SLEEVES. SHORT
FABRIC. SUB JERSEY 300GSM
COLOURS:
- JADE
- ALPINE
- FOREST
- FOREST GREEN
- OLIVE
- BUTTER SCOTCH
- GOLD
- GOLD MELANGE
- OCHRE
- PANTONE PMS REF
- PANTONE PMS REF
- WHITE
- BLACK
- FLAG RED
- MAROON
- CRONULLA SKY
- DENIM ROYAL
- EMERALD
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SUBLIMATE JERSEYS

Worn and loved by many elite teams throughout the globe, the sublimate jersey emphasises the quality and durability that can be expected from all Canterbury products. The jersey is hard-wearing yet versatile; allowing the application of any design or colour to the fabric, helping you to create a unique and stylish jersey that will stand out on the field.

FIT STYLES:
CLASSIC. Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Available in a traditional set-in sleeve or raglan sleeve finish. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.
MATCH. Initially designed for a number of International 7’s teams, this slimmer fitting jersey has developed rapidly within the game and offers a more streamlined performance, reduced material ensures speed and efficiency are key improvement areas. Look good and feel good.

COLLAR STYLES:
SPORTS COLLAR. Originally developed for the 2003 RWC, the sports collar is a more streamlined update to the traditional collar style. Cotton drill material, or polyester twill option for sublimation, combined with a loop neck ensuring durability and performance.
STUB COLLAR. Created more than 30 years ago and still popular today, the stub collar offers a more streamline performance and look with the loop neck. Available in cotton drill or polyester twill.
ROUND NECK.
V NECK.

BINDING & SLEEVES:
Sublimated jerseys are available in both long and short sleeves. Long sleeves have a ribbed cuff.
B13 620 (AUS) B13 800 (NZ) MENS & JUNIOR DYO SET IN SLEEVE MENS & JUNIOR DYO RAGLAN SLEEVE

SIZING. Adults XS-6XL
Junior 4-14

FIT. CLASSIC FIT FABRIC. SUB JERSEY 300GSM
NECK & COLLAR. LOOP NECK WITH SPORTS COLLAR OR STUB COLLAR, V NECK WITH RIB OR SF TRIM, ROUND NECK WITH RIB TRIM
SLEEVES. SHORT, 3/4, LONG WITH CUFF OR HEMMED

B13 866 B13 237 MENS DYO SET IN SLEEVE MENS DYO RAGLAN SLEEVE

SIZING. Adults XS-6XL
FIT. MATCH FIT FABRIC. SUB JERSEY 300GSM
NECK & COLLAR. LOOP NECK WITH SPORTS COLLAR OR STUB COLLAR, V NECK WITH RIB OR SF TRIM, ROUND NECK WITH RIB TRIM
SLEEVES. SHORT

DYO COLOURS
JADE ALPINE FOREST UNION GREEN OCHRE PANTONE 186C
UMBER BUTTERSCOTCH WALLABY GOLD GOLD AUSSIE OCHRE PANTONE 185C
PURPLE GREY FUSCHIA SCARLET WHITE BLACK Flag Red MAROON CRONULLA SKY DENIM ROYAL NAVY EMERALD
**SHORTS**

**COLOURS**

- **POLYESTER TRICOT**
  - White
  - Black
  - Flanel Red
  - Navy
  - Maroon
  - Sky
- **COTTON DRILL**
  - White
  - Black
  - Scarlet
  - Navy
  - Emerald
  - Forest
- **POLYESTER TASLON**
  - White
  - Black
  - Grey
  - Purple
  - Fuschia
  - Scarlet
  - Maroon
  - Sky
  - Royal
  - Navy
  - Emerald
  - Forest
  - Gold
- **POLYESTER TWILL**
  - White
  - Black
  - Grey
  - Purple
  - Fuschia
  - Scarlet
  - Flanel Red
  - Maroon
  - Sky
  - Royal
  - Navy
  - Emerald
  - Forest
  - Gold
  - Emerald
- **SUBLIMATE COLOURS**
  - White
  - Black
  - Grey
  - Purple
  - Fuschia
  - Scarlet
  - Flanel Red
  - Maroon
  - Sky
  - Royal
  - Navy
  - Emerald
  - Jade
  - Alpime
  - Forest
  - Green
  - Lime
  - Salmon
  - Scotch
  - Gold
  - Wallaby Red
  - Guage
  - Guage
  - Orange
  - Peacoat
  - Pro Ref
  - Flag Red
  - Maroon
  - Sky
  - Royal
  - Navy
  - Emerald
  - Gold
  - Fuschia
  - Purple

**SHORTS**

- **POLYESTER TWILL ACTION SHORT**
  - Rugby
  - Sizing: 24" - 48"
  - Fits: Adults
  - Fabric: Polyester Twill 215GSM

- **FORWARDS ADVANTAGE SHORT**
  - Rugby
  - Sizing: 22" - 48"
  - Fits: MENS
  - Fabric: Polyester Twill 215GSM with Stretchable Crotch Gusset

- **DYO SUBLIMATE TRICOT SHORT**
  - League
  - Sizing: 22" - 50"
  - Fits: Adults
  - Fabric: Polyester Tricot 155GSM

- **DYO SUBLIMATE SHORT**
  - League
  - Sizing: 22" - 50"
  - Fits: Adults
  - Fabric: Polyester Knit 235GSM

- **STADIUM SHORT**
  - Training
  - Sizing: 22" - 50"
  - Fits: Junior
  - Fabric: Polyester Twill 155GSM

- **WOMENS STADIUM SHORT**
  - Training
  - Sizing: 22" - 48"
  - Fits: Women
  - Fabric: Polyester Taslon 110GSM

- **SPECIAL FEATURES**
  - Side Pockets

**COLOURS**

- **WOMENS STADIUM SHORT**
  - Sizing: 22" - 48"
  - Fits: Women
  - Fabric: Polyester Taslon 110GSM

**FIELDS**

- **39X39**
  - Jade
  - Alpine
  - Forest
  - Gold
  - Black
  - Flag Red
  - Maroon
  - Sky
  - Royal
  - Navy
  - Emerald
  - Gold
  - Fuschia
  - Purple
  - White
  - Black
  - Flag Red
  - Maroon
  - Sky
  - Royal
  - Navy
  - Emerald
  - Gold
  - Fuschia
  - Purple
  - White

**RESOURCES**

- **T52 1528**
  - Sizing: 24" - 48"
  - Fits: Adults
  - Fabric: Polyester Twill 215GSM

- **T52 1538**
  - Sizing: 22" - 50"
  - Fits: Adults
  - Fabric: Polyester Tricot 155GSM

- **T52 828**
  - Sizing: 24" - 48"
  - Fits: Adults
  - Fabric: Polyester Knit 235GSM

- **T62 2115**
  - Sizing: 22" - 48"
  - Fits: Women
  - Fabric: Polyester Taslon 110GSM
CUT & SEW ADVANTAGE SHORT

RUGBY

DYO SIDE PANEL SHORT

AFL

RUGGED SHORTS

RUGBY

DYO SUBLIMATE PANELS

LEAGUE

TACTIC SHORT

TRAINING

ELITE TRAINING SHORT

TRAINING

TAG RUGBY SHORT

TRAINING

WOMENS DYO BOARD SHORT

LIFESTYLE

MENS DYO BOARD SHORT

LIFESTYLE

T52 1580 SHORTS

FITs.

ADULTS

FABRIC.

POLYESTER TWILL 215GSM WITH STRETCHABLE CROTCH GUSSET & SIDE HEM PANEL

SIZING.

26"-48"

T52 1568 DYO SUBLIMATE ADVANTAGE SHORT

SIZING.

26"-48"

FITs.

ADULTS

FABRIC.

POLYESTER KNIT 235GSM

SPECIAL FEATURES.

GRIPPER ELASTIC IN WAIST

NOTE. HARLEQUIN - NO SIDE POCKETS

T52 666 HARLEQUIN

FITs.

ADULTS

FABRIC.

COTTON DRILL 280GSM

SIZING.

26"-48"

T52 321 TACTIC

FITs.

ADULTS

FABRIC.

POLYESTER TASLON 110GSM

SIZING.

XS-4XL

6-14

T52 133 JUNIOR

FITs.

JUNIOR

FABRIC.

POLYESTER TASLON 110GSM

SIZING.

28"-48"

T52 133 JUNIOR

FITs.

JUNIOR

FABRIC.

POLYESTER MICROFIBRE 110GSM

NOTE. HARLEQUIN - NO SIDE POCKETS

SIZING.

26"-48"

FABRIC.

POLYESTER TRICOT 155GSM

T52 260

FITs.

ADULTS

FABRIC.

POLYESTER TASLON 110GSM

SIZING.

XXL-3XL

T52 1657

FITs.

ADULTS

FABRIC.

POLYESTER TASLON 110GSM

SIZING.

28"-48"

FABRIC.

POLYESTER MICROFIBRE 110GSM

SIZING.

28"-42"

NOTE. HARLEQUIN - NO SIDE POCKETS

SIZING.

22"-50"

FABRIC.

POLYESTER TWILL 215GSM WITH STRETCHABLE CROTCH GUSSET & SIDE HEM PANEL

SIZING.

26"-48"

FABRIC.

POLYESTER TRICOT 155GSM

SIZING.

26"-48"

FABRIC.

POLYESTER TWILL 215GSM WITH STRETCHABLE CROTCH GUSSET & SIDE HEM PANEL

SIZING.

26"-48"

FABRIC.

POLYESTER MICROFIBRE 110GSM

SIZING.

26"-48"
SPORTS TOPS

Whether your sport is hockey or football, our performance enhancing collection will allow you to get the best out of your game. As you show off your skills on the pitch, your sweat will be wicked away for optimum comfort and body temperature control helping you to focus on the task in hand and support your team, no matter what your standard.

FIT STYLES:
- Classic & Slim fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

COLLAR STYLES:
- ROUND NECK
- PLACKET NECK
- V NECK NO COLLAR
- V NECK WITH COLLAR
- PREMIER LEAGUE NECK

BINDING & SLEEVES:
- Available in raglan and traditional set-in sleeve. Goalie top has padding on outer elbows.

NOTE: MINIMUMS DO NOT APPLY

TS4 4138 DYO GOALIE TOP
- FITS: SLIM FIT
- SLEEVES: LONG
- FABRIC:
  - 150 - SUBLIMATE PERFORMANCE 150GSM
  - 324 - SUBLIMATE PERFORMANCE 180GSM
  - 111 - SUBLIMATE SPORTS MESH 150GSM
  - 555 - ELITE LIGHT WEIGHT SUB 139GSM

SPECIAL FEATURES:
- Padding on outer elbows
- Self fabric piping and cuffs

HUNTER

REVOLVE

DESIGN YOUR OWN
**ASHTON**

- **MENS & JUNIOR DYO SET IN SLEEVE**
- SIZING: Adults XS-4XL
- SLEEVE: SHORT, LONG
- FITS: SLIM FIT
- FABRIC: Sublimated Performance 180GSM

**JORDON**

- **MENS DYO RAGLAN SLEEVE CLASSIC**
- SIZING: Adults XS-4XL
- FITS: CLASSIC FIT
- NECK & COLLAR: Self Fabric Premier League Collar
- FABRIC: Sublimated Performance 180GSM

**SEQUEL**

- **MENS DYO RAGLAN SLEEVE SLIM**
- SIZING: Adults XXS-4XL
- FITS: SLIM FIT
- NECK & COLLAR: Round Neck with Self Fabric Trim, Placket Neck with Self Fabric Collar, V Neck with Self Fabric Trim
- FABRIC: Sublimated Performance 180GSM

**THOR**

- **MENS & JUNIOR DYO SET IN SLEEVE**
- SIZING: Adults XS-4XL
- SLEEVE: SHORT, LONG
- FITS: SLIM FIT
- FABRIC: Sublimated Performance 180GSM

**FOX**

- **MENS DYO RAGLAN SLEEVE CLASSIC**
- SIZING: Adults XS-4XL
- FITS: SLIM FIT
- NECK & COLLAR: Self Fabric Premier League Collar
- FABRIC: Sublimated Performance 180GSM

**SHIELD**

- **MENS DYO RAGLAN SLEEVE SLIM**
- SIZING: Adults XXS-4XL
- FITS: SLIM FIT
- NECK & COLLAR: Round Neck with Self Fabric Trim, Placket Neck with Self Fabric Collar, V Neck with Self Fabric Trim
- FABRIC: Sublimated Performance 180GSM
SPORTS SHORTS

Teamwork, tactics and power are all essential in modern day football but when it comes down to it, ‘The Beautiful Game’ is based on skill, speed and agility.

Canterbury’s performance enhancing football and hockey collection is worn by leading players around the world. Our aim is to help players of all standards perform to the best of their ability.
THOR FOX SHIELD

SIZING.
Adults 26”-50”
Junior 6-14

SPECIAL FEATURES.
SHORTER LENGTH IS APPROX.
4.5CM SHORTER THAN REGULAR
LONGER LENGTH IS APPROX.
5CM LONGER THAN REGULAR

DYO SHORTS
T52 830/5/L  DYO SHORTS
T72 830/L  DYO JUNIOR SHORTS

FITS.
326 - SUB PERFORMANCE 180GSM
111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM
100 - SUB PERFORMANCE 150GSM

COLOURS
WHITE BLACK GREY PURPLE SCARLET FLAM RED MAROON
CRONULLA SKY DENIM ROYAL NAVY EMERALD APE GE AUR GREEN
FOREST LAVENDER DIMBER BUTTERSCOTCH GOLD WAC CAR GOLDOCHRE PMS RED
MENS CUT & SEW
SPORTS TOPS & BOTTOMS

In a world where the latest developments in product fit and technology are constantly sought out, many of us are keen to acquire classic fitting sports garments in which to train and compete. Personalise your chosen design in your team colours and let your kit do the talking.
We understand that women like to wear a traditional and structured outfit when taking part in sport, so we have focussed on tailoring our garments to provide a relaxed and comfortable fit. You can still expect all the added extras such as built-in shorts, offering you piece of mind as you spring around the netball court or clash sticks on the hockey field.

FIT STYLES:
Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

**WOMENS CUT & SEW SPORTS TOPS & BOTTOMS**

**FIT STYLES:**
Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

**SEQUEL TOP**
- FITS: WOMENS, JUNIOR
- SLEEVE: SHORT, CAP
- FABRIC: C&S SPORTS MESH 150GSM
- NECK & COLLAR: V NECK WITH SELF FABRIC TRIM & COLLAR

**SKORT**
- FITS: WOMENS, JUNIOR
- FABRIC: C&S NYLON SPANDEX 205GSM (T67 123, T77 123)
- SPECIAL FEATURES: BUILT IN NICKS

**ADULTS CUT & SEW SKORT**
- FITS: WOMENS, JUNIOR
- FABRIC: C&S SPORTS MESH 150GSM
- SPECIAL FEATURES: BUILT IN NICKS

**JUNIOR CUT & SEW SKORT**
- FITS: WOMENS, JUNIOR
- FABRIC: C&S SPORTS MESH 150GSM
- SPECIAL FEATURES: BUILT IN NICKS

**ADULTS CUT & SEW 6 PANEL SKIRT**
- FITS: WOMENS, JUNIOR
- FABRIC: C&S NYLON SPANDEX 205GSM (T67 134, T77 134)

**JUNIOR CUT & SEW 6 PANEL SKIRT**
- FITS: WOMENS, JUNIOR
- FABRIC: C&S NYLON SPANDEX 205GSM (T67 134, T77 134)
WOMENS SUBLIMATE TOPS & BOTTOMS

Both high intensity sports, hockey and netball require performance enhancing garments whatever your level. To ensure that your kit delivers the maximum impact, you have full control over the colour and design of your outfit with the option to select the appropriate collar and sleeves to suit your needs.

FIT STYLES:
Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

STAMINA

STAMINA SKIRT

FIT STYLES:

T63 299 DYO ADULTS NETBALL TOP CAP SLEEVE
T63 323 DYO ADULTS NETBALL TOP SHORT SLEEVE
T66 863 DYO ADULTS NETBALL TOP SLEEVELESS
T73 2991 DYO JUNIOR NETBALL TOP CAP SLEEVE
T73 2982 DYO JUNIOR NETBALL TOP SHORT SLEEVE
T76 640 DYO JUNIOR NETBALL TOP SLEEVELESS

SIZING:
6-24 (Cap & Short Sleeve)
6-20 (Standard)
6-14

FITS:
WOMENS
100 - SUB PERFORMANCE 150GSM
111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM

FABRIC:
WOMENS
100 - SUB PERFORMANCE 150GSM
111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM

JUNIOR
324 - SUB PERFORMANCE 180GSM

SLEEVES:
SHORT, CAP OR SLEEVELESS

NECK & COLLAR:
V NECK WITH SELF FABRIC TRIM, V NECK WITH SELF FABRIC TRIM COLLAR, OR V NECK WITH SELF FABRIC TRIM & KNITTED COLLAR

REBOUND TOP
SHIELD

TRICKLE

SPLASH

SHIELD SKIRT

TRICKLE SKIRT

SPLASH SKIRT

T67 000 ADULTS DYO WRAP NETBALL SKIRT
T77 000 JUNIOR DYO WRAP NETBALL SKIRT
T67 143 ADULTS DYO 6 PANEL SKIRT
T77 095 JUNIOR DYO 6 PANEL SKIRT

SIZING.
8-24 WOMENS
6-14 JUNIOR

FABRIC.
100 - SUB PERFORMANCE 150GSM
111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM

T67 123 ADULTS SUBLIMATE SKORT
T77 123 JUNIOR SUBLIMATE SKORT

SIZING.
6-24 WOMENS
6-14 JUNIOR

FABRIC.
508 - SUB POLYESTER ELASTANE 290GSM

SPECIAL FEATURES.
BUILT IN NICKS

COLOURS.
WHITE BLACK GREY PURPLE FUSCHIA SCARLET FLAG RED MAROON CRONULLA SKY DENIM ROYAL NAVY EMERALD GREEN GOLD OCHRE PARROT PMS REF
NETBALL DRESSES

Canterbury netball dresses are designed with your comfort and support at the forefront of our mind, whilst not compromising in performance or technicality. The breathable fabrics and sleeveless lightweight silhouettes offer moisture management regulation and ensure maximum freedom of movement whatever your position.

DRESSES:
Womens fit dresses offer movement, flexibility and speed around the court or field. An inner bra is built in for additional comfort, all dresses are sleeveless with a round neck (square neck on Off shoot design). Cut and sew dresses are available in Nylon Spandex for a great fit.

NYLON SPANDEX:
Comfortable, close fitting fabric that offers movement, flexibility and speed around the court or field. Fabric helps keep body dry and control temperature. 82% Nylon, 18% Spandex, weight 205gsm.

EVEREST SUBLIMATION:
Revolutionary sublimated fabric with anti-bacterial moisture management properties to keep you dry and fresh. This innovative fabric has a mix of fibres and yarns to ensure a tight fitting garment that moves in accordance with body movement. Virtually any design and PMS colour can be sublimated into the garment, incorporating club badges and sponsor logos into the design. 93% Nylon, 7% Spandex, weight 290gsm.
**HUNTER**

**CONTRAST**

**COVERSTITCH**

**SEQUEL**

**DYO SUBLIMATE SIDE PANEL DRESS**

**OFF SHOOT**

---

**DYO NETBALL DRESS FULL SUB**

**DYO NETBALL DRESS FULL SUB**

**CUT & SEW NYLON SPANDEX**

**COLOURS**

- White
- Black
- Purple
- Fushia
- Scarlet
- Navy
- Emerald
- Alpine
- Forest
- Gold

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING BETWEEN ALL PANELS, SELF FABRIC AND ARM BINDING, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, SELF FABRIC NECK & ARM BINDING, SHORT & LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, SELF FABRIC NECK AND ARM BINDING, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, SELF FABRIC NECK & ARM BINDING, SHORT & LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, DYO SUBLIMATE BODY AND SIDE PANELS, SELF FABRIC NECK AND ARM BINDING (NYLON ELASTANE), SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, DYO SUBLIMATE BODY AND SIDE PANELS, SELF FABRIC NECK AND ARM BINDING, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, SELF FABRIC NECK & ARM BINDING, SHORT & LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, SELF FABRIC NECK & ARM BINDING, SHORT & LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, SELF FABRIC NECK & ARM BINDING, SHORT & LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, SELF FABRIC NECK & ARM BINDING, SHORT & LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, SELF FABRIC NECK & ARM BINDING, SHORT & LONG LENGTH

---

**FABRIC.**

C&S NYLON SPANDEX 250GSM

**SIZING.**

4-24

**NECK & COLLAR.**

ROUND NECK, SHORT AND LONG LENGTH

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

CONTRAST PIPING, SELF FABRIC NECK & ARM BINDING, SHORT & LONG LENGTH

---
AFL & TOUCH TOPS

FIT STYLES:
The elite fit incorporates the very latest technical fabric to offer a tight fitting jersey that moves and flexes with the body to offer an extremely comfortable yet high performance guernsey. Designed to be worn tight to the body.

COLLAR STYLES:
- ELITE NECK.
- V NECK.
- CREW NECK.

BINDING & SLEEVES:

SPECIAL FEATURES.
- T56 800: DY0 AFL GUERNSEY
  - FITS: SLIM FIT (ADULTS)
  - NECK & COLLAR: V-NECK
  - FABRIC: EVEREST 290GSM
  - SLEEVES: RIB TRIM AT NECK & ARMHOLES

- T56 517: CREW NECK
  - SIZING: Adults XS-6XL
  - NECK & COLLAR: SLIM FIT (JUNIOR)
  - FABRIC: EVEREST 290GSM

- T56 539: ELITE NECK
  - SIZING: Adults XS-6XL
  - NECK & COLLAR: SLIM FIT (ADULTS)
  - FABRIC: EVEREST 290GSM

- T19 244: SELF FABRIC TRIM AT NECK & ARMHOLES

COLOURS:
- JESTER
- TWIN V
- SLEEK
- GLINT

FIT STYLES:
- T56 800: DYO AFL GUERNSEY
  - FITS: SLIM FIT (ADULTS)
  - NECK & COLLAR: V-NECK
  - FABRIC: EVEREST 290GSM
  - SLEEVES: RIB TRIM AT NECK & ARMHOLES

- T56 517: CREW NECK
  - SIZING: Adults XS-6XL
  - NECK & COLLAR: SLIM FIT (JUNIOR)
  - FABRIC: EVEREST 290GSM

- T56 539: ELITE NECK
  - SIZING: Adults XS-6XL
  - NECK & COLLAR: SLIM FIT (ADULTS)
  - FABRIC: EVEREST 290GSM

- T19 244: SELF FABRIC TRIM AT NECK & ARMHOLES

SPECIAL FEATURES:
- T56 800: RIB TRIM AT NECK & ARMHOLES
- T19 244: SELF FABRIC TRIM AT NECK & ARMHOLES
CRICKET PANTS & TOPS

As the official kit supplier to the New Zealand Black Caps, we have worked diligently to understand exactly what the professionals require from their kit. We are proud to offer a lightweight and adaptable collection featuring elite and technical elements to assist your game whether you are in the slips or at the crease.

FIT STYLES:
Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

GULLY PANTS

SIZING.
Adults XS-3XL
Junior 6-14
Womens 8-18

FITS.
ADULTS
JUNIOR
WOMENS

NECK & COLLAR.
CRICKET V WITH SELF FABRIC V INSERT AND COLLAR

SPECIAL FEATURES.
UNFINISHED HEMS

FABRIC.
POLYESTER KNIT 235GSM

TEST PANTS

SIZING.
Adults XS-3XL
Junior 6-14

FITS.
ADULTS
JUNIOR

FABRIC.
POLYESTER KNIT 235GSM

TEST TOPS

SIZING.
Adults XS-3XL
Junior 6-14
Womens 8-18

FITS.
ADULTS
JUNIOR
WOMENS

FABRIC.
100 - SUB PERFORMANCE 150GSM
324 - SUB PERFORMANCE 180GSM
111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM

SLEEVES.
SHORT OR LONG

NECK & COLLAR.
CRICKET V WITH SELF FABRIC V INSERT AND COLLAR

SPECIAL FEATURES.
UNFINISHED HEMS

FABRIC.
POLYESTER KNIT 235GSM

COLOURS

WHITE
BLACK
GREY
PURPLE
PINE
SCARLET
FLAM RED
MAROON
CRONULLA SKY
DENIM ROYAL
EMERALD
ALPINE
FOREST
LIME GREEN
DARK GREEN
BUTTER SCOTCH
GOLD
WALLABY GOLD
CHHER
PANTONE PMS REF

DYO

T51 1532/1 ADULTS CRICKET PANTS
T71 719 JUNIOR CRICKET PANTS

SIZING.
Adults XS-3XL
Junior 6-14

FITS.
ADULTS
JUNIOR

FABRIC.
POLYESTER KNIT 235GSM
BASKETBALL

Our latest Basketball collection has been designed to leave you slamdunked! We have worked with elite teams across the world to perfect our loosely cut silhouettes and relaxed fitting garments, as we strive to enhance your freedom of movement on the court whilst not compromising on the colour options or style.

COLLAR STYLES:

MITRED V NECK

ROUND NECK

REVOLVE SHORTS

BOUNCE TOP AND BOTTOM

REVOLVE

MENS DYO MITRED V BASKETBALL SINGLET

WOMENS DYO MITRED V BASKETBALL SINGLET

SIZING.

Adults 2XS-6XL
Womens 6-24

FITS.

ADULTS

FABRIC.

108 - SUB PERFORMANCE 150GSM
324 - SUB PERFORMANCE 180GSM
111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM

SPECIAL FEATURES.

PIPING AROUND ARMHOLES AND BOTTOM OF V NECK

NECK & COLLAR.

V NECK

DYO
HELIOS SHORTS

SLAM DUNK SHORTS

BOUNCE SHORTS

COLOURS

HELIOS

SLAM DUNK

BOUNCE

T54 825

DYO BASKETBALL SINGLET

T64 825

DYO WOMENS BASKETBALL SINGLET

SIZING.

Adults XS-4XL
Womens 6-24

FITS.

ADULTS
WOMENS

NECK & COLLAR.
ROUND NECK

SPECIAL FEATURES.
NING AROUND ARMHOLES AND BOTTOM OF V NECK ON MITRED NECK OPTION

FABRIC.

100 - SUB PERFORMANCE 150GSM
324 - SUB PERFORMANCE 180GSM
111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM

TS2 862/M/L

DYO BASKETBALL SHORTS

SIZING.

Adults XS-5XL
Junior 6-14

FITS.

ADULTS
JUNIOR

SPECIAL FEATURES.
ADULTS ONLY - REGULAR LENGTH OR LONG LENGTH + 15cm OF REGULAR LENGTH

FABRIC.

100 - SUB PERFORMANCE 150GSM
324 - SUB PERFORMANCE 180GSM
111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM

TS6 862

DYO BASKETBALL SINGLET

TS6 850

DYO WOMENS BASKETBALL SINGLET

SIZING.

Adults XS-4XL
Junior 6-14

FITS.

ADULTS
JUNIOR

SPECIAL FEATURES.
NING AROUND ARMHOLES AND BOTTOM OF V NECK ON MITRED NECK OPTION

FABRIC.

100 - SUB PERFORMANCE 150GSM
324 - SUB PERFORMANCE 180GSM
111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM

111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM
Canterbury’s Baseball & Softball range for men and women is designed to help you get the best out of every game. Our combination of technical fabrics and designs will ensure that you look the part.

FIT STYLES:
MENS OR WOMEN’S. Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style. FIT FOR MENS, JUNIORS AND WOMEN’S ONLY AVAILABLE WITH SHORT SLEEVES. PLEASE NOTE: WOMEN’S STYLES ARE ONLY AVAILABLE IN ADULT SIZES.

DYO

B18 3247 DYO MENS PLAYING TOP
SIZING. SENIOR XS-4XL JUNIOR 6-14
SLEEVES. SHORT
FIT S. MENS
FABRIC. POLYESTER KNIT 235GSM

T63 1893 DYO WOMENS PLAYING TOP
SIZING. 6-24
SLEEVES. SHORT, CAP OR SLEEVELESS
FIT S. WOMENS
NECK & COLLAR. V NECK WITH SELF FABRIC TRIM, V NECK WITH SELF FABRIC TRIM & COLLAR
FABRIC. 100 - SUB PERFORMANCE 150GSM
111 - SUB SPORTS MESH 150GSM

T62 1193/5 DYO WOMENS PLAYING SHORTS
SIZING. 6-24
FIT S. WOMENS
FABRIC. POLYESTER KNIT 235GSM
SPECIAL FEATURES. 7cm SHORTER LEG LENGTH

COLOURS
WHITE BLACK GREY PURPLE GREEN PINK RED TAN INDIGO MIDNIGHT NAVY EMERALD TEAL ALPINE
ATHLETICS

Whatever your discipline in the athletics arena, we have a comprehensive selection of track and field options to fit your needs. The garments are designed for comfort and performance, so whether you are running, jumping or throwing you can achieve unrestricted movement and a winning performance.
# Socks

## Sizing
- **Infant**: 8-12
- **Boys**: 13-3
- **Youths**: 3-7
- **Mens**: 7-10
- **New**: 9-12
- **King**: 11-14

## Standard Cap

- **Cultural Designs**: Min 50 pairs, 20 pairs per size.
- **DYO Designs**: Min 100 pairs, 20 pairs per size.

## Striped

- **Techno 1**: Euro only

## Two Sized Stripe

- **Euro Only**: 30 pairs per size.

## Fabric
- **100% Nylon - 001 with Turn Over**: 100% nylon, 002 without turn over.
- **100% Nylon - 002 Without Turn Over**: Special features.

## Special Features
- **6cm Elasticated Leg Length**: Available in plain colours or DYO stripes. Min 10 pairs per size.
- **20 Pairs Per Size**: DYO Designs.

## Colours
- **DYO Standard Sock**: Ask 001, Ask Euro, Ask SB
  - White, Black, Natural, Grey, Purple, Fuchsia
  - Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky, Denim, Royal

- **Ask Elite**: White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky
  - Royal, Navy, Emerald, Forest, Gold

- **Ask Sport, Ask Ankle**: White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin
  - Royal, Navy, Forest

---

## Ask 001 Sock

- **DYO Standard Sock**: Ask 001, Ask Euro, Ask SB
- **Ask Ankle**: White, Black, Natural, Grey, Purple, Fuchsia
- **Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky, Denim, Royal
- **Ask Sport**: White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin
- **Royal, Navy, Forest**

## Ask Euro Foot Colours

- **DYO Standard Sock**: Ask 001, Ask Euro, Ask SB
- **Ask Ankle**: White, Black, Natural, Grey, Purple, Fuchsia
- **Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky, Denim, Royal
- **Ask Sport**: White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin
- **Royal, Navy, Forest**

## Ask Elite

- **White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky
- **Royal, Navy, Emerald, Forest, Gold**

## Ask Euro Foot Colours

- **White, Black, Natural, Grey, Purple, Fuchsia
- **Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky, Denim, Royal
- **Ask Sport**: White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin
- **Royal, Navy, Forest**

## Ask Elite

- **White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky
- **Royal, Navy, Emerald, Forest, Gold**

---

## Ask Elite 001/002

- **DYO Elite Sock**: Ask Elite 001/002
- **Ask Euro Foot Colours**: White, Black, Natural, Grey, Purple, Fuchsia
- **Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky, Denim, Royal
- **Ask Sport**: White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin
- **Royal, Navy, Forest**

---

## Ask Sport, Ask Ankle

- **White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky
- **Royal, Navy, Forest**

---

## Ask Elite 001/002

- **DYO Elite Sock**: Ask Elite 001/002
- **Ask Euro Foot Colours**: White, Black, Natural, Grey, Purple, Fuchsia
- **Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky, Denim, Royal
- **Ask Sport**: White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin
- **Royal, Navy, Forest**

---

## Ask Ankle

- **White, Black, Natural, Grey, Purple, Fuchsia
- **Flag Red, Mandarin, Crenulla, Sky, Denim, Royal
- **Ask Sport**: White, Black, Flag Red, Mandarin
- **Royal, Navy, Forest**
CUT & SEW POLOS

If you like to look smart on the tennis court in a lightweight, technical polo shirt or you simply require a cotton pique polo for relaxing in the clubhouse afterwards, we have an adaptable collection available to fit your needs. Featuring an anti-bacterial fabric finish and available in a variety of fits for men, women and children, you will be left struggling to make a choice.

FIT STYLES:
- Slim, Juniors and Womens: Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

COLLAR STYLES:
- KNITTED PLACKET COLLAR: The placket collar is a favourite of polo shirts of all designs. Offers a stylish, yet traditional finish. The Knitted collar has a ribbed look and feel.
- SELF-FABRIC PLACKET COLLAR: The same traditional placket collar as above but with a self fabric finish collar.

BINDING & SLEEVES:
- Fit for men, juniors and women’s only available with short sleeves.
SHORT SLEEVE
PLACKET NECK WITH KNIT COLLAR OR SELF FABRIC COLLAR

COLOURS

CUT & SEW SPORTS MESH
WHITE
PURPLE
MAROON
CRONULLA
SKY
ROYAL
NAVY
EMERALD
JADE
GOLD
SAND
RED
SILVER
CREAM

CUT & SEW POLYCOTTON PIQUE
WHITE
BLACK
PURPLE
MAROON
CRONULLA
SKY
ROYAL
NAVY
EMERALD
JADE
GOLD
SILVER
AUSSIE
GOLD
When we started looking to develop a range of Off-Field products we agreed that all the values that we hold dear on our On-Field kit should be incorporated.

That’s why you’ll find great quality, innovation and design built into our polos through to tracksuits in our “Off-Field product”.

**KNITTED POLOS**

**FINE STRIPE**

**REPEATING STRIPES**

**DIRECTOR**

**FAULDSY**

**DYO**

**COLOURS**

NOTE. MAXIMUM OF 4 COLOURS CAN BE USED.
SUBLIMATE POLOS

FIT STYLES:
Classic, Slim, Juniors and Womens. Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

COLLAR STYLES:
KNITTED PLACKET COLLAR. The placket collar is a favourite of polo shirts of all designs. Offers a stylish, yet traditional finish. The Knitted collar has a ribbed look and feel.
SELF-FABRIC PLACKET COLLAR. The same traditional placket collar as above but with a self fabric finish collar.

BINDING & SLEEVES:
Fit for mens, juniors and women’s only available with short sleeves.

FIT STYLES:
Classic, Slim, Juniors and Womens. Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

COLLAR STYLES:
KNITTED PLACKET COLLAR. The placket collar is a favourite of polo shirts of all designs. Offers a stylish, yet traditional finish. The Knitted collar has a ribbed look and feel.
SELF-FABRIC PLACKET COLLAR. The same traditional placket collar as above but with a self fabric finish collar.

BINDING & SLEEVES:
Fit for mens, juniors and women’s only available with short sleeves.
CUT & SEW TEES

We have spent endless hours developing our T-shirts over the years. The sports mesh fabric is breathable and lightweight with your comfort in mind, so make sure you add this core essential to your team outfit for training or relaxation.

FIT STYLES:

Slim, Juniors and Womens. Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

SIZING

Adults XS-6XL
Junior 6-14
Womens 8-24

FIT

SLIM FIT
Womens
JUNIOR

FABRIC

111 - C&S SPORTS MESH 150GSM
CUT & SEW SINGLETS

Summer training sessions can leave you exhausted and wringing out your T-shirt. Appropriate for any high intensity sport, Canterbury singlets wick away sweat helping to maintain body temperature. This allows you to maximise your training output and reap the rewards as you step onto the field against your opponent at the weekend.

FIT STYLES:

Slim, Juniors and Womens. Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

FITTINGS:

Slim Fit

111 - C&S Sports Mesh 150GSM

TAIPAN

SEQUEL

BAY SINGLET
POLYCOTTON JERSEYS

Canterbury has been making rugby jerseys for over 100 years. Tested and proven on rugby fields around the world CCC is worn with pride by everyone from club juniors to international stars.

Canterbury’s traditional ranges of iconic jerseys are made using tough polycotton fabric, come in a standard fit and feature the famous loop neck collar. Classic.

FIT STYLES:
Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes and perfect for playing, training and leisure use. Available in a traditional set-in sleeve or raglan sleeve finish. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

COLLAR STYLES:
SPORTS COLLAR. Originally developed for the 2003 RWC, the sports collar is a more streamlined update to the traditional collar style. Cotton drill material, combined with a loop neck ensuring durability and performance.
STUB COLLAR. Created more than 30 years ago and still popular today, the stub collar offers a more streamline performance and look with the loop neck. Available in cotton drill.
CONCEALED PLACKET.
BUTTON THROUGH PLACKET.
SPLIT NECK WITH SPORTS COLLAR (Womens).

BINDING & SLEEVES:
SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE. Jerseys are available in both long and short sleeves. Long sleeves have a ribbed cuff.

LARGE CCC STRIPE

DYO

SPLIT BODY

B13 195 MENS & JUNIOR DYO RAGLAN SLEEVE
B13 540 MENS & JUNIOR DYO SET IN SLEEVE
B13 589 MENS & JUNIOR DYO VERTICAL STRIPE WITH SET IN SLEEVE
B13 570 MENS & JUNIOR DYO C&S WITH SET IN SLEEVE

FITTED CLASSIC

NECK & COLLAR, LOOP NECK WITH SPORTS OR STUB COLLAR, BUTTON THROUGH PLACKET OR CONCEALED PLACKET

B13 016

B13 018
CUT & SEW STRIPE

DOUBLE STRIPED CHEST

TRI STRIPE

MULTICHEST STRIPE

CUT & SEW CHESTBAND

CROSS OVER

NOTE. MAXIMUM OF 6 COLOURS CAN BE USED
Canterbury outerwear is designed to take on the elements and withstand the pressures of variable environments. Our hoodies, sweats and fleece products offer a comfortable and warm solution as you travel to and from training. All outerwear products are designed to integrate with your team kit and colours, putting your team on the map and not just when you are under the floodlights!

FIT STYLES:

Traditional fit, comfortable for all sizes. Durability and comfort are key benefits for this style.

HOODIE.
CREW NECK.
SWEAT.
SUBLIMATE JACKETS

Our latest designs of sublimate jackets were done with you in mind. Canterbury aims to offer a high quality of products that are both current in design and flexible to suit every individual not matter what the need.

However, Don’t let our imagination limit yours, have a go at bringing your own design to life.
**DYO SUBLIMATED JACKET**

**T55 661**
- **SIZING:** 2XS-4XL
- **FITS:** CLASSIC
- **FABRIC:** BRUSHED BACK POLY 335GSM
- **SLEEVES:** LONG WITH CUFF
- **SPECIAL FEATURES:** FULL ZIP, SIDE POCKETS, RIB WAIST BAND AND CUFFS

**DYO SUBLIMATED HOODIE**

**T55 2244**
- **SIZING:** 2XS-4XL
- **FITS:** CLASSIC
- **FABRIC:** BRUSHED BACK POLY 335GSM
- **SLEEVES:** LONG WITH CUFF
- **SPECIAL FEATURES:** FULL ZIP, SIDE POCKETS, RIB WAIST BAND AND CUFFS

**COLOURS**

- WHITE
- BLACK
- GREY
- PURPLE
- FUSCHIA
- SCARLET
- Flag Red
- Maroon
- CRONULLA SKY
- DENIM
- ROYAL
- NAVY
- EMERALD
- ADE
- ALPINE
- FOREST
- LAVEND GREEN
-EMBER
- BUTTER SCOTCH
- GOLD
- OCHRE
- PANTONE PMS REF

**SIZING.**
2XS-4XL

**CLASSIC FITS.**

**FACTOR.**
BRUSHED BACK POLY 335GSM

**SLEEVES.**
LONG WITH CUFF

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**
FULL ZIP, SIDE POCKETS, RIB WAIST BAND AND CUFFS

**DYO COLOURS**

- WHITE
- BLACK
- GREY
- PURPLE
- FUSCHIA
- SCARLET
- Flag Red
- Maroon
- CRONULLA SKY
- DENIM
- ROYAL
- NAVY
- EMERALD
- ADE
- ALPINE
- FOREST
- LAVEND GREEN
-EMBER
- BUTTER SCOTCH
- GOLD
- OCHRE
- PANTONE PMS REF
CUT & SEW TRACK JACKETS

If you are looking for a professional and stylish off the field solution, our high quality Track Jackets and Pants are designed to impress. As you step off the team bus and undergo a gentle warm up, the lightweight fabric will not restrict your movements and your team colours will be on full display.
**ALPHA TRACK JACKET**

- CLASSIC FIT
- WOMENS
- JUNIOR
- FABRIC: 915 - POLYESTER TASLON 110GSM
- FEATURES: FULL ZIP, SIDE POCKETS, BOTTOM ELASTICATED, SIDE DRAW CORD, TAIPAN PACKAWAY HOOD
- COLOURS: PURPLE, GREY, SCARLET, WHITE, BLACK, MAROON, SKY, ROYAL, NAVY, EMERALD, FOREST, GOLD

**STRIP TRACK JACKET**

- CLASSIC FIT
- WOMENS
- JUNIOR
- FABRIC: 988 - POLYESTER MICROFIBRE 110GSM
- FEATURES: FULL ZIP, SIDE POCKETS, BOTTOM ELASTICATED, SIDE DRAW CORD, TAIPAN PACKAWAY HOOD
- COLOURS: PURPLE, GREY, SCARLET, WHITE, BLACK, MAROON, SKY, ROYAL, NAVY, EMERALD, FOREST, GOLD

**CAPTAIN TRACK JACKET**

- CLASSIC FIT
- WOMENS
- JUNIOR
- FABRIC: 915 - POLYESTER TASLON 110GSM
- FEATURES: FULL ZIP, SIDE POCKETS, BOTTOM ELASTICATED, SIDE DRAW CORD, TAIPAN PACKAWAY HOOD
- COLOURS: PURPLE, GREY, SCARLET, WHITE, BLACK, MAROON, SKY, ROYAL, NAVY, EMERALD, FOREST, GOLD

**EVENT TRACK JACKET**

- CLASSIC FIT
- WOMENS
- JUNIOR
- FABRIC: 915 - POLYESTER TASLON 110GSM
- FEATURES: FULL ZIP, SIDE POCKETS, BOTTOM ELASTICATED, SIDE DRAW CORD, TAIPAN PACKAWAY HOOD
- COLOURS: PURPLE, GREY, SCARLET, WHITE, BLACK, MAROON, SKY, ROYAL, NAVY, EMERALD, FOREST, GOLD

**HUNTER TRACK JACKET**

- CLASSIC FIT
- WOMENS
- JUNIOR
- FABRIC: 988 - POLYESTER MICROFIBRE 110GSM
- FEATURES: FULL ZIP, SIDE POCKETS, BOTTOM ELASTICATED, SIDE DRAW CORD, TAIPAN PACKAWAY HOOD
- COLOURS: PURPLE, GREY, SCARLET, WHITE, BLACK, MAROON, SKY, ROYAL, NAVY, EMERALD, FOREST, GOLD

**SEQUEL TRACK JACKET**

- CLASSIC FIT
- WOMENS
- JUNIOR
- FABRIC: 988 - POLYESTER MICROFIBRE 110GSM
- FEATURES: FULL ZIP, SIDE POCKETS, BOTTOM ELASTICATED, SIDE DRAW CORD, TAIPAN PACKAWAY HOOD
- COLOURS: PURPLE, GREY, SCARLET, WHITE, BLACK, MAROON, SKY, ROYAL, NAVY, EMERALD, FOREST, GOLD
CUT & SEW TRACK PANTS

If you are looking for a professional and stylish off the field solution, our high quality Track Jackets and Pants are designed to impress. As you step off the team bus and undergo a gentle warm up, the lightweight fabric will not restrict your movements and your team colours will be on full display.
Originating from New Zealand, we are more than aware of the variations in weather conditions when training outdoors. The showerproof rain jackets are made from 1500mm Water Resistant fabric and available with fleece or mesh lining for warmth and breathability. The relaxed fit of the jackets provides a comfortable alternative for those rainy days and will look stylish over your team kit.
PULSE JACKET

CHAMPION JACKET

SIDE LINE JACKET

STINGRAY JACKET

SEQUEL JACKET

SIZING

Adults 2XS-4XL
Womens 8-18
Junior 6-14

FITS

CLASSIC FIT
Womens
JUNIOR

NYLON RIPSTOP 165GSM

FABRIC

LONG

OPTIONAL FLEECE OR MESH LINING, POCKETS
FLEECE LINED. EXCLUDES SIDELINE JACKET

SLEEVE

FEATURES

EXCLUDES SIDELINE JACKET

COLOURS

WHITE BLACK GREY PURPLE SCARLET MAROON SKY

ROYAL NAVY EMERALD FOREST GOLD

T58 2427 MENS T78 2427 JUNIOR
SPECIAL FEATURES. EXTERNAL HOOD OPTION

FULL ZIP T58 2865 MENS T68 2865 WOMENS T78 2865 JUNIOR
1/4 ZIP T58 2863 MENS T78 2863 JUNIOR
SPECIAL FEATURES.
PACKAWAY HOOD

T58 2880 MENS T78 2880 JUNIOR
SPECIAL FEATURES.
PACKAWAY HOOD

FULL ZIP T58 2857 MENS T68 2857 WOMENS T78 2857 JUNIOR
1/4 ZIP T58 2856 MENS T78 2856 JUNIOR
SPECIAL FEATURES.
PACKAWAY HOOD

T58 2389 MENS
SPECIAL FEATURES.
FULL ZIP, SIDE SPLITS, PACKAWAY HOOD, FLEECE LINED, SIDE POCKETS
Seen on the streets around the globe, the vintage Letterman jacket has been reinvigorated to again be adopted as the sports inspired off field trend. Canterbury is proud to offer this popular classic in our range, with all the hallmark our brand is famous for: Quality, Comfort and Style.
EMBELLISHMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOGO CODE</th>
<th>WIDTH</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
<th>USE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>903 Lower</td>
<td>40mm</td>
<td>28.5mm</td>
<td>Caps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>903 Lower</td>
<td>41mm</td>
<td>20.5mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904 Lower</td>
<td>51.5mm</td>
<td>37mm</td>
<td>Training items such as tees, polos,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904 Lower</td>
<td>53mm</td>
<td>26.5mm</td>
<td>training shorts, vests. Ladies playing kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904 Lower</td>
<td>65mm</td>
<td>46.5mm</td>
<td>Slim fit mens jerseys, Junior jerseys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904 Lower</td>
<td>67mm</td>
<td>33.5mm</td>
<td>Playing Shorts, Jackets and fleeces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904 Lower</td>
<td>146mm</td>
<td>105mm</td>
<td>For use on back garments as large CCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904 Lower</td>
<td>150mm</td>
<td>75mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THERMO NUMBER OPTIONS

Sizes.
2.5cm, 4cm, 5cm, 7.5cm, 10cm, 12.5cm, 15cm, 18cm, 20cm, 23cm, 25cm

Solid (One colour).
0123456789

Cut Out (One colour). Available in 8” and 10” only
0123456789

Two Tone Cut Out (Two colour). Available in 8” and 10” only
0123456789

Split Numbers (Two colour). Available in 8” and 10” only
0123456789

20cm numbers are recommended for the back of slim fit jerseys, 25cm are recommended for the back of standard fit jerseys, 5cm numbers are recommended for shorts, track pants or chest and sleeve positions.
Names can be added across the back shoulders, or as initials on the sleeve/chest. Screenprinted names are available in requested shades, however thermo is the recommended option.
Sublimated garments – numbers and names can be sublimated into any sublimate garment being made to order. This is at no additional cost to the garment and it is possible to request specific shades. For non-standard colours please advise a Pantone (PMS) shade number.

THERMO
Thermo is a method for adding letters and numbers to garments and accessories. Plastic shapes are fixed to the fabric with heat and pressure. Recommended for individual names and position of sports uniforms.

EMBROIDERY
Embroidery is a method of adding small logos and text to garments and accessories. Coloured thread is stitched through the fabric. Recommended for school crests and individual names.

APPLIQUE
Sewn on letters and numbers offer a unique textured look to garments.

SCREEN PRINT
Screen printing is useful for adding logos and simple graphics to garments and accessories. Ink is printed onto fabric, setup fees apply, maximum of seven colours.

SUBLIMATION
The process of sublimation allows for almost any graphic in any colour to be applied to the fabric of the garment. Therefore all sublimate garments do not require any added embellishments and costs associated.
FABRIC DESCRIPTIONS

**Sports Mesh**  
100% Polyester 150gsm  
Sport Mesh material has been designed to suit on and off field requirements. It has been designed to transfer moisture away from the skin surface to the outer surface of the fabric for evaporation. Major feature of this fabric is good air flow. Ideal material for tops and shorts.

**Performance sublimate**  
100% Polyester 150 or 180gsm  
Performance sublimate is a silky finish material designed to suit on field sports requirements. It has been designed to transfer moisture away from the skin surface to the outer surface of the fabric for evaporation. Ideal material for all playing tops and shorts.

**Polycotton Pique**  
65% Polyester/35% Cotton 180gsm  
Polycotton pique material has been designed to suit off field requirements. Designed for style and comfort. Ideal material for schools, clubs and corporate use.

**Polycotton**  
55% Cotton/45% Polyester 315gsm (jersey) or 200gsm (polo)  
Polycotton fabric has been a proven winner for clubs and international sides since 1904. Designed for strength and comfort and to withstand the rigours of the game. The polycotton material is ideal for schools, club and corporate use.

**Everest Sublimate**  
93% Polyester/7% Spandex 290gsm  
An innovative sublimated fabric, the latest state of the art breathable polyester material, anti bacterial with moisture management properties to keep the body dry and fresh. A mix of fibres and yarns to ensure a close fitting ergonomic jersey that moves in accordance with body movement for maximum on field performance.

**Nylon Spandex**  
82% Nylon/ 18% Spandex 205gsm  
Developed for Hockey, Netball and similar sports that use dresses and skirts. The fabric keeps the body dry and assists in the control of body temperature. The fabric has also been designed for speed and ease of movement around the court and field.

**Jersey Sublimate Polyester**  
100% polyester 300gsm  
Primarily used for sublimated jerseys. Designed to keep the players dry and assists in controlling your body temperature. Ideal material for clubs (onfield) and schools (leavers jerseys).

**Elite Light Weight**  
100% Polyester 139gsm  
Similar properties to our Performance sublimate. This new material has been created to suit the on field sports requirements of Football and Hockey. Ideal material for all playing tops and shorts.

**Polyester Twill**  
100% Polyester 215gsm  
Primarily used for On-Field shorts. Developed as a lighter weight and more durable option for our new age Rugby and League player.

**Polyester Spandex**  
90% Polyester 10% Spandex 250gsm  
An innovative sublimated fabric, developed with moisture management properties to keep the body dry and fresh. A mix of fibres and yarns to ensure a close fitting garment that moves in accordance with body movement for maximum performance. Used in our Athletic, Netball and Rowing garments.

**Nylon Ripstop**  
100% Nylon Ripstop Dobby  
Water resistant 1500mm PU coating, great for all weather jackets.

**Fleece Sweat**  
60% Cotton / 40% Polyester, 280gsm  

**Cotton Drill**  
100% Cotton 285gsm  
Durable and practical fabric for playing and training shorts.

**Polyester Taslon & Microfibre**  
100% Polyester 110gsm  
Both popular fabrics used primarily in tracksuits and shorts. Fast drying and easy care.

**Tricot**  
100% Polyester 155gsm  
Traditional fabric used largely in rugby league shorts. 100% polyester allows for sublimation, fast drying and easy care.
**ACCESSORIES COLOUR CHART**
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For all of your teamwear queries and for your local Canterbury Teamwear representative

Phone: 1300 13 10 10 Australia
0508 222 636 New Zealand
+852 2511 1113 Far East

| Generate your own teamwear online www.cccteam.com |